In this paper we present a way of constructing and using fuzzy decision trees for machine learning from sequential and incomplete data. We develop a theory and technique for processing such data. At first, we introduce adecision tree with fuzzy attributes and cIass the properties of fuzzy attributes and cIasses, where we will introduce the fuzzy division of objects in cIasses in a different way than that used in the literature. Then we will also introduce properties of fuzzy attribute value to enrich the fuzziness of our decision trees.
INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy decision trees have been used in machine learning and data analysis to solve the problem of incomplete data and noisy data [2, 3, 5] . When using the technique of fuzzy decision trees, the fuzziness of decisionmaking may be introduced at different points such as: a) The values of attributes may be fuzzy, b)The matching of attribute values may be fuzzy, c) The division of objects in c1asses may be fuzzy, d) The branching of anode in different ares may be fuzzy. In literature, the properties b) and d) are often used to define a fuzzy decision tree. For example, Chang and Pavlidis[l] introduced a fuzzy decision tree such that each non-leaf node I has a k-tuple decision function Ji from the sampie set X to [0,1] k and kordered sons. In
The original version of this chapter was revised: The copyright line was incorrect. This has been corrected. The Erratum to this chapter is available at DOI: lanikow's fuzzy decision trees [2] , an example can match more than one condition and the example may eventually fall into many of the leaves.
FUZZY DECISION TREE
A fuzzy decision tree with the goal classes (gb g2, ... ,gL ), the attributes (ab a2, ... ,an), and the dictionary offuzziness DOF=(C, D, F, M, Q), is a tree, called FDT, with the following properties: 1) It is finite, 2) Each leaf of the tree corresponds to a membership vector m =(mb m2, ... , mL), where L is the number of classes, and where each mi is a value from [0,1], denoting the degree to which this leaf node belongs to the lh class, 3) Each branch is attached with a fuzzy expression Ci, where Ci belongs to F of DOF.
Let there be in total L different classes which form a set G. The membership vector of an object with regard to these classes is a Ldimensional vector, ofwhich each component is areal number in [0,1]. Let ob[i} be the lh component of the membership vector of the object ob. This ob[i] denotes the membership degree of ob with regard to the lh class g; .
Further let the appearance maximum apmax(g;, X) and the appearance minimum apmin(g;, X) ofthe;th class g; with regard to the object setXbe apmax(gi' X) =Max {ob[ij I ob is an object ofX) apmin(gj, X)=Min{ob[ijl ob is an object ofX) then the following sum:
H(X G) ='L{ apmax(gj, X) X log apmin(gj, X)I for all i} is called the fuzzy entropy ofthe set X with regard to the set G of classes.
TENDENCY DETECTION WITH FDT
The length of a finite sequence a, length(a), is the number of its elements minus one. The average height of the sequence a, high(a), whose elements are real numbers, is the mean value of these values.
Let SVL = (ao, ab ... ,aN )be a sequence. We say that al is its head and aN its tail. Further we define the tendency of change TOC, of the sequence SVL as folIows:
We call the tendency positive if TOC is positive, otherwise we call it negative. Length, average height and tendency of change are the three parameters which characterize the state of a sequence. We use a unified name tendency for all ofthe three together. Now we have transformed the problem of classifying exact value sequences into one of classifying fuzzy value sequences. The question remaining is how to compare vectors (sequences) of unequallength and how to use them in the decision procedure.
CONSTRUCTING FUZZY DECISION TREES
Since one-way adjusted value sequences are rather frequently met in the practice. We are going to first process this kind of incomplete data. Here we also allow fuzzy values. Since the fuzzy value sequences are usually not of equal length, we will not use the method of vector comparison or vector clustering. Rather, we will try to construct a new kind of fuzzy decision trees which also apply to one-way-adjusted fuzzy value sequences. However, before we go into the details, we should differentiate between two issue: (1) To construct a fuzzy decision tree by using incomplete data. (2) To test an example consisting of incomplete data. In the following we will only discuss the issue of constructing adecision tree for one-way adjusted data. 6. If there is no non-empty sub set X" of X', where no sequence has an i-th item, then go to step 9. Otherwise build the vector M =mean{m;lm; is the membership vector of some example from X}
The average is separately taken for each component.
7. If X'=X" then define M be its membership vector and Go to step 3. 8. Otherwise, call M the complement vector of (X',Z'). Let X'=X'-X". 9. Let the different fuzzy values FR of the i-th items of all examples of the set X' be (dJ, d2, ... , da). Construct G branches from the node (X', Z'), marked with the label (dJ, d2, ... , da), respectively. Call the endpoints of these branches (X'j ,Z'-l) respectively, for j =1 , ... ,G, where the lh item of the fuzzy value sequence of each example from x' is equal to .. We put all of them in A. 10. Go to step 3.
CONCLUSION
We have present here our work on how detect temporal tendencies in form of fuzzy decision trees. A major part of this research has been contributed to the solution of the problem, that the temporal knowledge and data we collect is often incomplete.
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